National FFA Alumni
Outstanding Achievement Award
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Beloe 70 = Bronze, 70-85 = Silver, 86-100 = Gold

0
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Below 70 =
Bronze,
70-85 = Silver,
86-100 = Gold

Exceptional (36-50)

Satisfcatory (20-35)

Poor (0-19)

Demonstration of devotion to the local FFA program. Evidence to sincere dedication to
supporting the endeavors of the students and the instructor(s) to meet the challenges faced in
agricultural education. Multiple examples of references of their achievements and a proven
record of enthusiasm to secure the promise of FFA and agricultural education for future
generations. A sincere desire to expand the Alumni association in members and in service.
Examples of exceptional service include: continued service in local advisory boards, numerous
sponsorships (assisting with and/or providing), donation of numerous hours of service, a true
mentor and positive role model for students, and an officer of the local organization. This
indiviudal is truly a driver for the success of their local Alumni chapter with multiple years of
service.

Multiple examples of service to the local level including evidence of sincere
support and dedication to the local level including evidence of sincere support
and dedication to the local agricultural education instructor and FFA students.
Has been involved for a few years as a major supporter of the organization.
Application includes multiple references to recruitment and involvement in
multiple FFA alumni social activities. This person would be considered "Above
Average" when describing FFA Alumni membership. This person would be
considered a friend of the alumni chapter and a role model for students.

Minimal examples of support to local instructor or students.
Dedication shown for only a short period of time. Lack of
service to local council or advisory board. Minimal service for
a local member. Application includes only a few references to
team building and recruitment.

Exceptional (17-25)

Satisfcatory (9-16)

Poor (0-8)

Evidence to sincere dedication to supporting the endeavors of the state association. Multiple
examples of references of their achievements and a proven record of enthusiasm to secure the
promise of FFA and agricultural education for future generations. A sincere desire to expand
the state FFA Alumni association in members and in service. Examples of exceptional service
include: continued service in State advisory boards or FFA Alumni councils including being an
officer or coordinator, numerous sponsorships (assisting with and/or providing), donation of
numerous hours of service, and designated a true mentor and positive role model for students.

Multiple examples of service to the state association including evidence of
sincere support and dedication. Application includes multiple references to
recruitment and involvement in multiple FFA alumni social activities. This
person would be considered "Above Average" when describing FFA Alumni
membership. This person would be considered a friend of the alumni chapter
and a role model for students.

Minimal examples of support to the state association or
dedication shown for only a short period of time. Lack of
service to National FFA Alumni Council. Application includes
only a few references to team building and recruitment.

Exceptional (17-25)

Satisfcatory (9-16)

Poor (0-8)

Evidence to sincere dedication to supporting the endeavors of the national association.
Multiple examples of references of their achievements and a proven record of enthusiasm to
secure the promise of FFA and agricultural education for future generations. A sincere desire to
expand the National FFA Alumni association in members and in service. Examples of
exceptional service include: continued service on national advisory boards or FFA Alumni
council including serving as an officer, numerous sponsorships (assisting with and/or
providing), donation of numerous hours of service, and designated a true mentor and positive
role model for students.

Multiple examples of service to the national level including evidence of sincere
support and dedication to the National Association. The individual has been
involved for a few years as a major supporter of the organization. Application
includes multiple references to recruitment and involvement in multiple FFA
alumni social activities. This person would be considered "Above Average"
when describing FFA Alumni membership. This person would be considered a
friend of the alumni chapter and a role model for students.

Minimal examples of support to local instructor or students.
Dedication shown for only a short period of time. Lack of
service to local council or advisory board. Minimal service for
a local member. Application includes only a few references to
recruitment.

